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Inelastic neutron scattering and nuclear resonant inelastic x-ray scattering were used to measure phonon
spectra of FeVas a B2 ordered compound and as a bcc solid solution. The two data sets were combined to
give an accurate phonon density of states, and the phonon partial densities of states for V and Fe atoms.
Contrary to the behavior of ordering alloys studied to date, the phonons in the B2 ordered phase are softer
than in the solid solution. Ordering increases the vibrational entropy by þ0:22 0:03kB=atom, which
stabilizes the ordered phase to higher temperatures. First-principles calculations show that the number of
electronic states at the Fermi level increases upon ordering, enhancing the screening between ions, and
reducing the interatomic force constants. The effect of screening is larger at the Vatomic sites than at the
Fe atomic sites.
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At finite temperatures T, the entropy S of a material
is dominated by the contribution from atom vibrations.
Nevertheless, the relative stabilities of alloy phases depend
on differences in their free energies, F ¼ E TS, and
understanding differences in vibrational entropy is an
active topic of research [1]. For chemical ordering transi-
tions in alloys, the changes of vibrational entropy can be
comparable to the large decrease in configurational entropy
that accompanies ordering [2]. Stronger bonds between
unlike pairs of atoms lead to ordering, and it is generally
expected that such bonds would also be stiffer, reducing
the vibrational entropy of the ordered phase [3]. For alloy
systems that undergo chemical ordering, the decrease
of vibrational entropy destabilizes the ordered phase
with respect to the disordered phase [2,4–9]. To our knowl-
edge, there are no experimental reports of an ordered phase
that has a larger vibrational entropy than a disordered
phase, but here we report that FeV is an exception and
we show why.
The iron-vanadium alloy system has been investigated
extensively, mainly because of its interesting magnetic
behavior and chemical order-disorder phase transition.
The phase diagram shows that bcc solid solutions are
formed at high temperatures for all compositions, while
the sigma phase is stable around the equiatomic composi-
tion [10,11]. The sigma phase can be avoided easily by
quenching from high temperatures. Annealing at moderate
temperatures results in B2 order [12,13].
We report that the phonons in FeV become softer (shift
to lower energies) upon ordering, so the B2 ordered phase
has a higher vibrational entropy than the disordered solid
solution. First-principles calculations show how better
electronic screening can cause a decrease of the average
energy of phonons in the ordered phase. At the Fermi
energy, the projected electronic density of states (DOS)
at the V atoms undergoes a larger increase with ordering
than the projected DOS at the Fe atoms, and the phonon
partial DOS of V shows a larger softening with ordering
than the phonon partial DOS of Fe.
Samples were prepared by arc-melting vanadium
slugs of 99.8% purity and iron lumps of 99.98% purity
in equiatomic ratios under a high-purity argon atmosphere.
For inelastic neutron scattering (INS) measurements,
ingots of the arc-melted FeV, along with pieces of elemen-
tal iron and elemental vanadium, were cold rolled
to a thickness of 1–2 mm, corresponding to a neutron
scattering probability of 10%. The equiatomic alloy
was annealed in situ during the experiment at 773 K for
8 hours under vacuum to induce B2 ordering. The bulk
and the shear moduli of the ordered and disordered
samples were measured with ultrasonic pulse-echo
instrumentation.
INS measurements were performed with the wide
Angular-Range Chopper Spectrometer (ARCS) at the
Spallation Neutron Source at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. The nominal incident neutron energy was
80 meV. After subtracting the measured background, an
iterative procedure that removes contributions from mul-
tiple scattering and higher order multiphonon processes
was used to obtain the 1-phonon ‘‘neutron-weighted’’
density of states (NWDOS) curves [14,15]. The neutron
weighting originates from the different efficiencies
of Fe and V vibrations to scatter neutrons, proportional
to their ratios of neutron cross section to mass, =M. The
NWDOS curves (middle panel of Fig. 1) show significant
softening after the alloy was annealed to develop B2 order.
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The whole spectrum softens, but the low-energy modes are
affected most.
Measurements of nuclear resonant inelastic x-ray scat-
tering (NRIXS) were performed at beam line 16ID-D
at the Advanced Photon Source at the Argonne National
Laboratory on elemental 57Fe and two 57FeV samples with
different degrees of B2 order. The alloys were 96.06%
enriched with 57Fe, were cold rolled to a thickness of
200 m, and received the same heat treatment as the
INS samples. The 1-phonon 57Fe phonon partial DOS
(pDOS) was calculated from the data using the standard
program PHOENIX [16] and it is shown in the middle panel
of Fig. 2. The NRIXS phonon DOS from pure bcc 57Fe in
the top panel of Fig. 1 is in excellent agreement with the
INS result, especially considering the differences in the
momentum transfer probed by the two methods.
A neutron-weight correction was made possible by com-
bining the INS NWDOS spectra with the NRIXS Fe pDOS
spectra [17]. The true phonon DOS is the concentration-
weighted sum of the phonon pDOS curves of Fe and V,
whereas the INS method gives the sum of these pDOS
curves with the Fe pDOS 2 times stronger than for Vowing
to the difference in =M. Subtracting the excess weight of
the Fe pDOS obtained from NRIXS gives the true phonon
DOS, and subtracting all the Fe weight gives the V pDOS.
The results are shown in the top and bottom panels of
Fig. 2. The softening upon ordering in the V pDOS is larger
than for the Fe pDOS.
The neutron scattering with energy transfers between
3 and 3 meV was used to obtain diffraction patterns. The
intensities of the fundamental bcc diffraction peaks did
not change after the in situ annealing to induce B2 order.
The long-range order (LRO) parameter, L, was determined
from the intensities of the superlattice diffraction peaks as
in Ref. [18]. Results are listed in Table I.
The vibrational entropy per atom at a given temperature
can be calculated from the phonon DOS measured at that
temperature [1]. From the INS phonon DOS curves shown
in Fig. 1, the vibrational entropy per atom was found to be
3:15 0:01kB in pure Fe and 3:64 0:01kB in pure V. The
results for the FeV samples are given in Table I. The
vibrational entropy of formation is 0:07 0:02kB=atom
for the disordered sample and þ0:07 0:02kB=atom for
the ordered sample. For our samples with LRO parameters
of 0.34 and 0.87, the vibrational entropy of ordering is
þ0:14 0:02kB=atom. From the change upon ordering
of the V pDOS and the Fe pDOS, the V and Fe contribu-
tions to the vibrational entropy of ordering are þ0:16
0:05kB=V atom, and þ0:08 0:02kB=Fe atom. We can
use the change in the LRO parameter upon ordering to
obtain SA2!B2vib ¼ 0:22 0:03kB=atom, the total change
of vibrational entropy expected between states of full
disorder and full order. In making this estimate, we as-
sumed that the change in vibrational entropy scales with
the fractional change of Fe-V bonds, and the total fraction
of Fe-V bonds is ð1þ L2Þ=2. The same correction was
used for the partial vibrational entropies for Fe and V
atoms.
In binary systems with ordering tendencies, bonds
between unlike atoms are more favorable energetically.
FIG. 2 (color online). Neutron-weight corrected phonon DOS
curves of FeV samples (top panel), along with Fe pDOS curves
(middle panel), and V pDOS curves (bottom panel). The Fe
pDOS curves were determined directly by NRIXS measure-
ments; the total FeV DOS curves and the V pDOS curves
were obtained by combining INS and NRIXS spectra. Error
bars are from counting statistics in the Fe pDOS, and propaga-
tion of error in the other curves.
FIG. 1 (color online). Phonon DOS curves of pure Fe mea-
sured by INS and NRIXS (top panel). Neutron-weighted phonon
DOS curves of FeV alloys (middle panel), and pure V (bottom
panel) measured by INS. Error bars are from counting statistics.
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In measurements on other alloy systems that develop order
(see Refs. [1,19] for compendia), it has been observed
that bonds between unlike atoms are also stiffer than bonds
between like atoms, so the vibrational entropy is lower in
the ordered phase. This behavior is consistent with a
Lennard-Jones potential, for example, where stronger
bonds are stiffer bonds, the ordered phase has a lower
vibrational entropy, and the critical temperature of the
ordering transition is suppressed [3]. Prior ab initio com-
putational work showed that with a change in structure
of the parent lattice, ordered compounds may have soft
phonons and large vibrational entropies [20]. A larger
vibrational entropy in a DO22-ordered phase in Pd3V was
attributed to lattice relaxation effects in the noncubic
structure [21]. To our knowledge, phonon softening with
chemical ordering has not been reported in any previous
experimental work for any systems in which there is no
change in symmetry of the underlying parent lattice.
The electronic DOS was calculated from first-principles
using density functional theory. The bcc solid solution was
simulated with a special quasirandom structure (SQS), a
specially-designed periodic structure with the same values
of atomic correlation functions (in the cluster expansion
formalism [22]) as the random solid solution [23]. We used
the 16-atom SQS for the bcc structure published by Jiang
et al. [24]. The spin-polarized calculations used VASP [25]
with the projector-augmented wave method [26] and the
generalized gradient approximation [27]. The k-point
meshes for Brillouin zone sampling were constructed using
the Monkhorst-Pack scheme [28]. The volumes of both
structures were optimized, and convergence with respect to
the kinetic energy cutoff and the sampling of k points in
the Brillouin zone was achieved. The total number of k
points times the total number of atoms per unit cell was
8192 for both the SQS and B2 structure. The plane wave
cutoff energy was 420 eV. The calculations predict the
B2 ordered structure to be more stable than the SQS,
with ground state energies of 17:498 eV=unit cell and
17:462 eV=unit cell, respectively. The trends in the cal-
culated lattice parameters and elastic moduli were in good
agreement with experimental data (Table I). The bulk
modulus stiffens upon ordering, which is the usual behav-
ior in ordering systems. Nevertheless, the shear modulus
decreases, showing that transverse and longitudinal modes
respond differently to ordering and suggesting that the
transverse modes are mainly responsible for the observed
softening.
The spin-polarized electronic DOS curves of the SQS
and B2 structure are shown in Fig. 3, along with the
calculations of Johnson et al. [29] performed using
the coherent-potential approximation (CPA) mean field
theory to average over the chemical disorder. We found a
considerable increase in the number of electronic states
at the Fermi level (N F) upon ordering, from 1.66 to
2:67 states=eV=unit cell. The electronic states near the
Fermi level are available for screening the displacements
of the ions, and changes in screening can have important
TABLE I. Values of the vibrational entropy per atom Svib (kB=atom) and average phonon energy hEi (meV), from neutron-weight
corrected data for each sample and each atom species in FeV. The change in vibrational entropy, SA2!B2vib , is estimated for transition
from full disorder (A2) to full B2 order. The values in parentheses are uncertainties in the last significant digit. Number of electronic
states at the Fermi levelN F (states/eV/atom) and magnetic moment M (B) were calculated for the FeV alloy, and at the Fe and V
sites, from first-principles for the SQS and B2 structure. Lower rows are long-range order parameter L, lattice parameter a, shear
modulus G, and bulk modulus B, for the disordered (SQS) and ordered (B2) samples.
Disordered Ordered Transition SQS B2
Svib hEi Svib hEi SA2!B2vib N F M N F M
FeV 3.33(2) 25.1(2) 3.47(2) 24.2(2) 0.22(3) 1.66 0.62 2.67 0.40
Fe atom 3.44(1) 24.2(1) 3.52(1) 23.6(1) 0.12(3) 0.76 1.67 1.18 1.16
V atom 3.24(4) 26.0(4) 3.40(4) 24.8(4) 0.25(8) 0.80 0:39 1.50 0:33
L 0.34 0.87 0.00 1.00
a 2.938(2) A˚ 2.931(3) A˚ 2.938 A˚ 2.870 A˚
G 74.4(5) GPa 65.6(5) GPa 76.4 GPa 68.7 GPa
B 161(5) GPa 176(5) GPa 182 GPa 195 GPa
FIG. 3 (color online). Spin-polarized electronic DOS com-
puted from first-principles with VASP for equiatomic FeV in
the B2 structure, and in a 16-atom SQS. Calculations performed
by Johnson et al. [29] using a CPA method are included for
comparison. The total eDOS is offset for clarity.
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consequences on the phonon DOS [30–33]. In equiatomic
FeV, this increase in N F is consistent with more ionic
screening and softer interatomic forces, as observed
experimentally. Preliminary calculations of the intraband
generalized susceptibility [34] were performed for the
majority spin bands near the Fermi surface. Along high
symmetry directions we found the generalized susceptibil-
ity was consistently 2.5 times larger for the ordered B2
structure than for a 2-atom SQS, in good agreement with
the change in N F for the same structures. The charge
transferred to the Fe atoms from V atoms upon ordering
is small (0:08e=atom), and its expected effect of stiffen-
ing the bonds is also small.
Different phonon polarizations respond differently to
chemical order. As shown in Fig. 2, low-energy phonons
(below 30 meV), which represent mostly transverse modes,
show the largest softening. The high energy phonons are
mostly longitudinal and soften considerably less. This
contrast is consistent with the measured and calculated
elastic moduli, which shows the behavior of the transverse
and longitudinal modes in the long wave length limit.
The behavior of the phonons in the Fe and V phonon
pDOS curves respond to chemical order in a similar way.
Nevertheless, the effect is larger for the pDOS of V atoms,
which softens more upon ordering than the Fe pDOS, with
the decrease in average phonon energy being twice as large
for Vas for Fe. Interestingly, the projection ofN F onto V
atoms increases with ordering by a factor of 1.7 more than
for Fe atoms. This suggests that screening of the displace-
ments of Vatoms may be more effective than for Fe atoms,
consistent with the observed behavior of the phonon
pDOS. Correlations have been reported previously be-
tween the total electron DOS at the Fermi level and soft-
ening of the total phonon DOS. This new correlation
between the projected electronic DOS at an atom and the
softening of its partial phonon DOS may be more general,
but needs further corroboration.
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